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Abstract
We present here a product between vectors and scalars that mixes
them within their own space, using imaginaries to describe geometric
products between vectors as complex vectors, rather than introducing
higher order/dimensional vector objects. This is done by means of a
mixture tensor that lends itself naturally to tensor calculus. We use
this to develop a notion of analyticity in higher dimensions based on
the idea that a function can be made differentiable — in a certain
strong sense — by permitting curvature of the underlying space, and
we call this analytic curvature.
To explore these ideas we use them to derive a few fundamental
laws of physics which, while considered somewhat lightly, have never-
theless compelling features. The mixture, for instance, produces rich
symmetries without adding dimensions beyond the familiar space-time,
and its derivative produces familiar quantum field relations in which
the field potentials are just derivatives of the coordinate basis.
∗University of Bristol, UK
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1 From mixtures to fundamental laws
The aim of this paper is to introduce a product that mixes vectors within
their own space, and to investigate the differentiability of functions within
the algebra so created. To illustrate the formalism we will use it to ob-
tain some familiar differential relations of fundamental physical fields, as
little more than a mathematical game, but revealing rich symmetries and
perturbations of potential interest in physical law.
We start by defining the product between a general pair of vector bases
eβ and eγ by means of a mixture tensor η as a vector eα = eβeγ = η(eβ,eγ).
This can be considered an alternative to geometric or exterior algebras,
where instead of products between vectors creating higher ‘order’ quantities
such as bivectors associated with areas or rotations, trivectors associated
with volumes, and so on, we more simply define products of vectors as pro-
ducing new vectors of the same order, a ‘functional’ rather than ‘geometric’
algebra, perhaps. Rotations along a vector and rotations about a vector di-
rection are distinguished through the important role played by the imaginary
i =
√−1.
In fact the mixture is a small augmentation of standard concepts, as
it unifies symmetric products related to the metric, with antisymmetric
products related to ‘structure coefficients’ or Levi-Civita symbols of non-
commutative bases; indeed such a combined product may well have been
developed elsewhere that the author is not aware of. The real impact of the
mixture, however, is on calculus.
We then ask what happens if we try to express the differential of a
function as
df = dz ddzf + O
(
dz2
)
, (1)
such that the function f , variable z, and derivative ddzf , are all of the same
type (or belong to the same ‘space’). The key motivation for seeking such a
form is so that the integral
∫
dz g, of some function g with an antiderivative
f , can be shown to satisfy∫ b
a
dz g =
∫ b
a
dz ddzf =
∫ f(b)
f(a)
df = f(b)− f(a) (2)
and thus be path independent. Such a form of integrability would make
many powerful complex integral methods, from residues to steepest descents
and stationary phases, applicable to vector functions integrated along curves
through vector spaces in more general ways than currently possible. This
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would suggest implications to variational concepts from Feynman’s path in-
tegrals to wave asymptotics or optimization problems. The original intent of
this study was to explore the possiblity of extending phase integral methods
in general to non-scalar variables. Here we set out just some basics of the al-
gebra and calculus that arise, using speculatize applications to fundamental
physics to see the kinds of relations that result.
In one dimension the relations (1)-(2) are fundamental to differential and
integral calculus. In two dimensons they are only possible under certain
restrictions, most obviously when z is complex and f satisfies the Cauchy-
Riemann conditions, as thse permit (1) to be written without complex con-
jugate terms. In higher dimensions the form (1) becomes too restrictive to
hold for all but trivial (i.e. constant) functions, unless we let ddzf consist
not only of the obvious derivative operator acting on f , namely ∂∂zf , but
also an error term we call Γ(f), such that (1) can be written as
df = dz
(
∂
∂zf + Γ(f)
)
+ O
(
dz2
)
. (3)
We will associate the error term Γ(f) with the derivative of the basis in which
f and z are expressed. That is, to obtain (1) in its augmented form (3),
we will permit variation of the coordinate basis, and in doing so make the
requirement of differentiability a source term for curvature of the underlying
space. We refer to this as analytic curvature.
Thus the conditions of analytic curvature provide us with a covariant
extension of the Cauchy-Riemann conditions to higher dimensions. Investi-
gating some typical expressions leads us to differential equations that look
tantilizingly like a variety of fundamental physical laws.
We will show in section 5.2 that the covariant derivative of a function f
can be written as dfdz = (df)
γ
eγ where
(df)γ = ηγβα f
α
;β = (η
γβ
α ∂β +H
γ
α)f
α , (4)
from which we will see that analytic curvature provides the Dirac equations
[3, 4], with the mixture η and curvature term H = ηΓ assuming the role of
the Dirac matrices. If Γ is symmetric this derivative can be written
ηγβα f
α
;β = η
γβ
λ (1∂β + Gβ)λαfα , (5)
where Gµ is a square matrix with components (Gµ)αβ = Γαµβ , and 1 is the
identity matrix. This form is consistent with the derivative of the standard
model of particle physics if Gµ = ǫHµ where Hµ are field potentials and ǫ a
coupling parameter. The curvature tensor is then
Rαβνµ = 2ǫ(H[µ,ν] + ǫH[νHµ])αβ := 2ǫ(Fµν)αβ , (6)
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giving the electromagnetic field tensor Fµν of the Yang-Mills theory (see
e.g. [2, 15]). The symmetries and the richness of gauge invariance of physics
mixture then arise not from the basis of a space directly, but from the
mixture and associated expressions of covariance, requring no dimensions
beyond the familar 3 + 1 of space-time. We derive these expressions in
section 5.1.
In this, the fundamental field potentials are curvature terms required by
analyticity. A special case is given if the electromagnetic potential hα =
{φ,A} is just the divergence of the coordinate basis,
hαe
α = eα,α , (7)
then the potentials are just the trace of the connection, hα = Γ
β
αβ, and the
curvature tensor is related to the electromagnetic field (Faraday) tensor Fµν
as
Rγαµν = 1
γ
αh[µ,ν] = 1
γ
αFνµ , (8)
a result reminiscent of Pauli’s association of the Riemann tensor R with
the Faraday tensor F . This result itself does not require either the mixture
or analytic curvature, but becomes more interesting when we look in more
generality in section 5.
Imaginary quantities play an inescapable role in the algebra we develop,
and will lead us more speculatively to suggest a novel perturbation of flat
space that yields a curvature ‘error’ term
Γωγ0 ∝ Jωγ + 12 iFωλ1λγ , (9)
consisting of a gravitational contribution J and electromagnetic contribution
F , where
Jωγ =


0 G1 G2 G3
G1 0 0 0
G2 0 0 0
G3 0 0 0

 , Fωλ1λγ =


0 E1 E1 E3
−E1 0 −B3 B2
−E2 B3 0 −B1
−E3 −B2 B1 0

 ,
(10)
with G = ∇ψ, E = ∇φ + ∂tA, B = ∇ × A, in terms of the gravitational
potential ψ and electromagnetic 4-potential (φ,A). From this we derive
least-variation curves corresponding to geodesics, along which the equations
of motion have gravitational component
cmvi,0 ≈ −mGi + . . . , (11)
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and electromagnetic component
cmvi,0 ≈ e(Ei + vjηikj Bk) + . . . , (12)
for a test particle with mass m, charge e, and velocity v, consistent with
Newton’s second law in a gravitational field and with the Lorentz force;
see section 5.5. Using the mixture product, the electromagnetic energy
flux (Poynting vector) is just the complex magnitude-squared, |E + iB|2 =
(E + iB)(E − iB). Maxwell’s electromagnetic equations, moreover, arise
rather easily from the analytic curvature of the electromagnetic fields and
potentials.
Of course one may find various elegant expressions of such laws in terms
of geometric algebras or other formalisms. The compelling feature of these
investigations is how easily the familiar forms of these laws arise in an algebra
and calculus based around the mixture η. Besides its original aim of paving
the way to new integral methods in higher dimensions, they show how the
various possible symmetries of the mixture η of bases (rather than the bases
themselves) take centre stage in determining the forms of differential laws.
In section 2 we introduce the mixture as an alternative to geometric
algebra, and set out its effects on covariant calculus in section 3. In section 4
we introduce the notion of analytic curvature. We use these notions to derive
some fundamental physical laws in section 5. Closing remarks are given in
section 6, with some further details in the Appendix, giving a derivation of
the natural geometry following an adaptation of Hamilton’s quaternions in
appendix A.1, and a few identities concerning the mixture in appendix A.2.
As these ideas are speculative and adrift of any currently conventional
directions of research, I eschew many important technicalities of modern
differential geometry and proceed somewhat informally. Much room is left
for rigour and for connecting to concepts and nomenclatures used across
more conventional fields of mathematics and physics. Nevertheless I set the
ideas out at enough length, I hope, to suggest just some of the directions
they might be developed in.
2 Algebra by mixture
The following theory takes as a central concept the mixture of two basis
elements to define their algebraic product. The idea is essentially that by
mutiplying two basis elements eα and eβ in a given space S, we obtain
another element, eγ ∈ S, up to multiplication by real or imaginary factors.
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Rather than employing scalar, vector, and exterior products, we describe
such a multiplication via a mixture tensor, as follows.
2.1 The mixture of bases
Given a system of n orthogonal basis vectors {eα}α=0,1,2,...,n , some dual
basis {eα}α=0,1,2,...,n , and a mixture tensor η whose components are real or
complex scalars, let the products of bases be given by
eαeβ = η
γ
αβeγ and e
α
e
β = ηαβγ e
γ . (13)
We also allow products between vectors and duals, via
eβe
α = ηαγβe
γ = ηαγβ eγ and e
α
eβ = η
α
βγe
γ = ηγαβ eγ . (14)
We use the convention of summing over repeated upper-lower index pairs
(hence summing over γ = 0, 1, ..., n in these expressions).
Using the mixture we can decompose the product of two symbols z =
zαeα and w = w
β
eβ as
zw = (zαeα)(w
β
eβ) = z
αwβηγαβeγ := u
γ
eγ = u , (15)
allowing us to extract the components uγ = zαwβηγαβ . This provides closure
under multiplication.
If ηγαβ = η
γ
βα then the algebra is commutative, and if eα(eβeγ) =
(eαeβ)eγ (or in terms of the mixture η
λ
βγη
ω
αλ = η
λ
αβη
ω
λγ) then the algebra
is associative. We will mainly consider associative but non-commutative
algebras here.
For convenience we denote symmetrization over indices using round
brackets (..), anti-symmetrization using square brackets [..], and cyclic per-
mutation of indices using curly brackets {..},
x(µyν) =
1
2(xµyν + xνyµ) ,
x[µyν] =
1
2(xµyν − xνyµ) , (16)
x{µyνzω} = xµyνzω + xνyωzµ + xωyµzν .
2.2 Three operators
There are three useful operations that help distinguish the scalar/vector and
basis/dual parts of a variable:
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• The mirror acts on non-commuting bases as
eα = eα if eα commutes with all other eβ ,
eα = −eα if eα anti-commutes with any other eβ , (17)
with no effect on scalars.
• The conjugate commutes bases as
(eαeβ)
∗ = eβeα , (18a)
and inverts imaginary scalars as
i∗ = −i . (18b)
• The adjoint is the combination of these, z† = z∗, so
(zαeα)
† = zα∗eα . (19)
Thus the mirror and the conjugate are both anti-commutative, and this
makes the adjoint commutative,
zw = w z , (zw)∗ = w∗z∗ , (zw)† = z†w† . (20)
What appears to be a dual role of the conjugate in (18) is in fact one
operation. In an anti-commutative basis, where eαeβ = −eβeα, products
behave as imaginary quantities. That is, if eα behaves like a real quantity
of unit length, then (eα)
−1 = eα. The product of two such quantities has an
inverse (eαeβ)
−1 = eβeα (such that (eαeβ)(eαeβ)
−1 = eαeβeβeα = 1), but
this is (eαeβ)
−1 = eβeα = −eαeβ due to anti-commutivity. This implies
(eαeβ)
2 = −1. We may therefore write such a quantity as eαeβ = iu
where u is a real unit length vector. The action of the conjugate is then
(iu)∗ = (eαeβ)
∗ = −eαeβ = −iu.
These operations allow us to decompose any quantity z into constituent
parts — scalar and vector, real and imaginary — by summing or subtracting
the mirror, conjugate, or adjoint of z.
It will sometimes be useful to denote components of the mirror, con-
jugate, or adjoint, of a (co)vector by applying the operator symbol to the
index. So, for example, although the mirror only acts on the bases, the
mirror of the vector z can be written as
z = zαeα = z
α
eα . (21)
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These operations are best extended to general bases by re-defining them
in terms of tensor operators, say
eα =Mβαeβ . (22)
They can then be seen to be covariant, as a coordinate transformation Λ
commutes with the mirror operation M. So the mirror of eα′ taken in a
transformed (primed) basis is
eα′ =Mβ
′
α′eβ
′
= (Λµα′Λ
β′
ν Mνµ)(Λββ′eβ)
= Λµα′Mνµ1βνeβ = Λµα′Mνµeν (23)
which is the transformation of the mirror of eα in the untransformed basis.
2.3 The metric and mixture
The magnitude of a quantity z, which may be complex valued, is given by
|z|2 = zz = zz = zαzβ eαeβ = zαzβηγ(αβ)eγ , (24)
with the round brackets denoting that the expression is symmetric in αβ.
This imlpies that ηγ
(αβ)
eγ should be a scalar. In the natural geometry in
section 2.4, for instance, this becomes ηγ
(αβ)
eγ = η
0
(αβ)
e0 where e0 is the sole
commuting basis.
This magnitude traditionally defines the metric tensor g,
|z|2 = zαzβgαβ = zαzα . (25)
In the last equality of (25) we also introduce index lowering on a component
zβ via the metric.
This implies that the metric is actually part of the mixture, given by
gαβ = η
γ
(αβ)
eγ =
1
2(η
γ
αβ
+ ηγβα)eγ =
1
2(eα eβ + eβ eα) . (26)
Correspondingly for upper indices we define
gαβ = η(αβ)γ e
γ = 12 (η
αβ
γ + η
βα
γ )e
γ = 12(e
α
e
β + eβ eα) . (27)
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2.4 A natural geometry
As an example algebra let us take the geometry of everyday mechanics,
namely that of displacements and rotations. Let e1,e2,e3, be the orthogonal
vector bases in physical space, and e0 a scalar basis. The spatial bases are
anti-commutative.
Let these bases be real, so that they are their own inverses, 1/eα = eα
for α = 0, 1, 2, 3, but let them be anti-commutative such that eiej = ejej if
i 6= j for i, j = 1, 2, 3. The product eiej cannot lie in the plane of ei and ej
but must instead lie along the third spatial direction ek, and yet must be
imaginary since (eiej)
2 = eiejeiej = −ei(ej)2ei = −1. We then have (as
set out more fully in appendix A.1) the multiplication rules
(eα)
2 = e0 and eiej = −ejei = iek , (28)
where and i =
√−1, with {i, j, k} being cyclic permutations of the indices
{1, 2, 3}. Thus while ei denotes a vector, the imaginary iei denotes a rotation
about that vector, for instance rotating ej to ek since (iei)ej = i
2
ek = −ek
(where again {i, j, k} are a cyclic permutation of {1, 2, 3}).
These are essentially just an extension to Hamilton’s quaternion rules
that distinguishes vectors from rotations by use of the imaginary (in fact
Hamilton’s quaternion bases [9] are e0, ie1, ie2, ie3). To rotate the vector e1
by angle ω about the direction e3, for example, we write
e1 e
ie3ω = e1(e0 cosω + ie3 sinω) = e1 cosω + e2 sinω . (29)
As is well known, one-sided multiplication like z eie3ω produces a ‘double
rotation’ in the planes of e0-e3 and e1-e2; to extract purely the spatial
rotation in the e1-e2 plane we multiply as e
−
1
2 ie3ω z e
1
2 ie3ω, see e.g. [6].
e3
e1
e2
ae1
be1
=    e0
real
ratios
imaginary
ratios =    ie3
a
c
r=eρ+iθ
ρ
θ
b
ie3
a
b
a
c
ae1
ce2
Figure 1: Basis vectors eα, rotations eα, and the duality via the imaginary i =
√
−1.
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This self-contained algebra, in which complex numbers provide rotations
about vector axes, should be considered as a separate framework to the
geometric algebras which consider exterior products between vectors to form
multi-vectors associated with areas, volumes, etc..
We will call this the natural geometry, and can denote it alternatively by
C1+3 = C × H = R1+3 + I1+3 or other such forms, where R, I,C,H, denote
real, imaginary, compex, and quaternion Euclidean space; for shorthand let
us denote C1+3 as J. It can be used as a basis for most investigations in this
article, until we come to deal with specific differentiability conditions such
as, for example, the Klein-Gordon equations.
In the natural geometry, the mixture encodes the relations (28), and its
components are
η0αα = η
α
0α = η
α
α0 = 1 , η
i
jk = −ηikj = i , (30)
ηiαα = η
α
iα = η
α
αi = 0 ,
(not summing over indices), where again {ijk} are cyclic permutations of
{123}. The lower and upper index metric tensors gαβ and gαβ as defined by
(26)-(27) have diagonal components {+1,−1,−1,−1} in this algebra.
Lemma 1. The (pseudo-)inverse of ηγαβ is
1
4η
βα
γ , such that
ηαβγη
γβ
δ = η
γ
δβη
βα
γ = η
αβ
γ η
γ
βδ = n1
α
δ , (31)
where 1αδ denotes the identity matrix.
Proof: To show that ηαβγη
γβ
δ = n1
α
δ , multiply by eα, then by (13) we have
ηαβγη
γβ
δ eα = eβeγη
γβ
δ = eβe
β
eδ = neδ = n1
α
δ eα. Comparing the first and
last terms for any δ gives the result.
In addition the mixture satisfies several relations concerning index ex-
changes and symmetries, some of which are outlined in appendix A.2.
Multiplying the two parts of (13) by eδ and eδ respectively, then adding
the mirror of each expression, gives
eαeβe
δ + eαeβeδ = η
γ
αβη
δλ
γ (eλ + eλ) = 2η
γ
αβη
δ0
γ e0 = 2η
δ
αβ
e
α
e
β
eδ + eαeβeδ = η
αβ
γ η
γ
δλ(e
λ + eλ) = 2ηαβγ η
γ
δ0e
0 = 2ηαβδ
giving formulae for the mixture in terms of the bases,
ηδαβ =
1
2
(
eαeβe
δ + eαeβeδ
)
, ηαβδ =
1
2
(
e
α
e
β
eδ + eαeβeδ
)
. (32)
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In curved bases these relations typically no longer hold exactly, but η
transforms as a tensor, as we shall see in section 3.
As a generalization of the quaternions this algebra has various nice ge-
ometrical characteristics, and it is perhaps worth laying out a little of its
behaviour.
2.5 Zeros and exponentials in the natural geometry
An important feature of the natural geometry is its null quantities.
Null quantities are those nˆ such that |nˆ| = 0, and are indicative of the
hyperbolic part of the natural geometry. Note that while the square of e1
is e21 = 1, its length is |e1|2 = e1e1 = −1. This implies that if x ∈ R3 and
xˆ = x/|x|, then |x|2 = −x2, and nˆ = 1± ixˆ is a null element since
|1± ixˆ|2 = (1± ixˆ)(1∓ ixˆ) = 1 + xˆ2 = 1 + x2/|x|2 = 1− 1 = 0 . (33)
For example 1 + e1 is null, while the quaternion 1 + ie1 has length
√
2.
If some nˆ is null, then given any other z (null or otherwise), the products
znˆ and nˆz are null since
|znˆ| = |nˆz| = |z||nˆ| = 0 . (34)
We may refer to this as the confinement of null quantities — they are con-
fined to remaining null under multiplication and division, and hence behave
rather like zero.
A point where some quantity q vanishes is not generally isolated, but
may generate a null set on which |q| = 0. In the natural geometry, letting
q = t+x = te0+xe1+ye2+ze3 (where t, x, y, z,may themselves be complex),
the null set about q = 0 is the diabolical (or bi-conical) hypersurface
|q|2 = t2 − x2 = t2 − x2 − y2 − z2 = 0 . (35)
Consider now writing a function in the form g = eφ. This allows us to ex-
tract certain geometry by breaking up the exponent into real and imaginary,
scalar and vector, parts,
eφ = eα+iβ+c+id
= eα+iβ+(γ+iδ)k
= eα+γk ei(β+δk) (36)
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where k2 = 1, as k = i c+id|c+id| and γ + iδ = |c + id| =
√
d2 − c2 − 2ic · d.
The last line of (36) splits eφ into its evanescent part | eφ | = eα+γk, and its
oscillatory part ei(β+δk) satisfying
| ei(β+δk) | = 1 & ei(β+δk) = ei(β+δk+2pin) , n ∈ Z . (37)
Consider now if φ is a function of z. Along a contour z = z(s), parame-
terized by s ∈ R, say that φ at some z0 has a value
φ(z0) := φ
(
z(s)
)∣∣
s=0
= α+ iβ + (γ + iδ)k (38)
and its derivative along the contour there is
φ′(z0) :=
d
dsφ(z(s))
∣∣
s=0
= ξ + iη + p+ iq . (39)
The behaviour of eφ along z(s) is rather complicated if p and q do not
commute with k. So imagine that we can change the path of z(s) such that
φ′(z0) =
d
dsφ(z(s))
∣∣
s=0
= ξ + iη + (ζ + iω)k . (40)
Then
eφ(z(s)) = eα+iβ+(ξ+iη)s e[γ+iδ+(ζ+iω)k]s+O
(
s2
)
(41)
and the vector part of φ′(z0) commutes with the vector part of φ(z0), hence
they produce no oscillation that would results from a cross-product term.
If we moreover deform such that
I
[
d
dsφ(z(s))
∣∣
s=0
]
= η + ωk = 0 (42)
(we shall use R [..] and I [..] to denote the real and imaginary parts of quan-
tities), then there is no oscillation, and only steepest descent, along the path
z(s), locally at least. If we deform such that
R
[
d
dsφ(z(s))
∣∣
s=0
]
= ξ + ζk = 0 (43)
then eφ is purely oscillating along the path z(s), without any decay, again
locally at least.
Such deformation of paths is necessary to find a path that minimizes
an integral, or to solve an integral by steepest descent or stationary phase
methods. This relies on such contour deformation being permitted (i.e. the
integrand being integrable), and on a path through z0 existing satisfying
(42) or (43).
Consider a couple of examples.
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Example 1. If φ = 12(u− iz)2 = 12(u2 − z2)− z · u, then (43) implies
0 = R
[
d
dsφ(z(s))
∣∣
s=0
]
= 12
d
ds(u
2 − z2) = u · u˙− z · z˙ , (44)
the obvious solution of which is z˙ = u, u˙ = −z, defining a Hamiltonian
system on the space-time vector z = cte0 + x
i
ei and 4-momentum vector
u = Ec e0 + p
i
ei.
Example 2. Now consider if φ(z(s)) = u, and u = z˙. Denote the (local)
derivative with respect to s with a dot, then (43) implies
0 = R
[
d
dsφ(z(s))
∣∣
s=0
]
= R [u˙] = R
[
z˙β d
dzβ
u
]
= R
[
uβuα;β
]
eα . (45)
If u is real then from the zero descent condition (43) we have the parallel
transport (or geodesic) condition uβuα;β = 0.
We will use (45) to extend the notion of parallel transport to complex
vectors, that is, we say the path z(s) parallel transports its own tangent
vector u = z˙ if the real part of u remains parallel to z(s), while the imaginary
part may wander; we can picture this as u being able to rotate (in the
complex plane) while remaining parallel (with regard to the vector bases)
to its path.
3 Covariant calculus (with mixtures)
The mixture offers an alternative to previous means of handling geometric
algebras, but it also lends itself very naturally to the covariant calculus over
curved manifolds as largely formalized by Christoffel and Levi-Civitia [10].
We must make modifications to base the theory around the mixture rather
than the metric which, while seemingly slight, have profound implications.
3.1 The connection: variation of bases
Let Λα
′
α be the transformation matrix from a constant (Euclidean) basis eα′
into a varying basis eα = Λ
α′
α eα′ , and let Λ
α
α′ denote its inverse.
Denote a partial derivative as ∂
∂zβ
w ≡ w,β for any w. The derivative of
a basis eα or dual e
α can be written as
eα,β = Γ
γ
αβeγ , e
α
,β = −Γαγβeγ , (46)
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in terms of the Christoffel symbols Γγαβ . In a slight but convenient abuse of
terminology we will call Γ itself the connection symbol. Calculating the full
derivative ddz = e
β ∂
∂zβ
,
e
β
eα,β =W
δ
αeδ , e
β
e
α
,β =
Wα
δ e
δ , (47)
where W δα = Γ
γ
αβη
δβ
γ and
Wα
δ = −Γαγβηβγδ .
Differentiating a basis twice gives
e
ν ∂
∂wν e
µ ∂
∂wµeβ = e
ν
e
µ
eβ,µν = (Γ
α
σνΓ
σ
βµ + Γ
α
βµ,ν)e
ν
e
µ
eα
: = Pαβνµe
ν
e
µ
eα (48)
defining a second connection symbol P . Antisymmetrizing over the µν in-
dices gives the Riemann curvature tensor,
Rαβνµ : = P
α
β[νµ] (49)
= ΓανσΓ
σ
µβ + Γ
α
µβ,ν − ΓαµσΓσνβ − Γανβ,µ .
The Riemann tensor is known to have n2(n2 − 1)/12 free components,
which in n = 4 dimensions amount to 16 components plus 4 coordinate free-
doms. We could therefore introduce a tensor Kγβ with n
2 free components,
and try a particular ansatz Rαγνµ = Kγβη
αβ
λ η
λ
µν . Taking the trace gives the
Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar as
Rγµ = R
α
γαµ = Kγβη
αβ
λ η
λ
µα = 4Kγµ
⇒ R = gγµRγµ = 4K . (50)
For this ansatz the antisymmetry of Rαγνµ implies
0 = Kγβη
αβ
λ η
λ
(µν) . (51)
3.2 Covariant differentiation of components
As in standard theory, the covariant derivative of a vector f = fαeα is
d
dwβ
f = fα;βeα where f
α
;β = f
α
,β + f
γΓαγβ , (52)
while for a dual vector it is
d
dwβ
f˜ = fα;βeα where fα;β = fα,β − fγΓγαβ . (53)
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To differentiate the mirror or conjugate of a vector is just as simple.
Although the mirror is defined as acting on a basis, if we use the index
notation from (21) in which the component fα of the mirror f can be treated
like any vector component, we see that
d
dwβ
f = f ;β = f
α
,βeα = (f
α
,β + f
γΓαγβ)eα .
For the second derivative of f we have
fα;µνe
ν
e
µ
eα = e
ν
{
(fα,µ + f
γΓαγµ)e
µ
eα
}
;ν
=
{
fγ(ΓλγµΓ
α
λν + Γ
α
γµ,ν − ΓαγλΓλµν)
+ (fγ,µΓ
α
γν + f
γ
,νΓ
α
γµ − fα,γΓγµν) + fα,µν
}
e
ν
e
µ
eα
=
{
fγ(Pαγνµ − ΓαγλΓλµν)
+(2Γαγ(νf
γ
,µ) − fα,γΓγµν) + fα,µν
}
e
ν
e
µ
eα
⇒ fα;µνηνµδ ηδαω =
{
fγ(Pαγνµ − ΓαγλΓλµν)
+(2Γαγ(νf
γ
,µ) − fα,γΓγµν) + fα,µν
}
ηνµδ η
δ
αω
⇒ fα;[µν]ηνµδ ηδαω =
{
fγRαγνµ − fα;γΓγ[µν]
}
ηνµδ η
δ
αω
giving a second order differential equation relating f to Γ and R,
0 =
{
fα;[µν] + f
α
;γΓ
γ
[µν] − fγRαγνµ
}
ηνµδ η
δ
αω . (54)
3.3 Connection and metric
To verify that the connection as derived above is indded the familiar Christof-
fel symbol, and also to motivate an expression relating the connection and
mixture in the next section, let us differentiate gαβ = eα · eβ using the
definition eα,β = Γ
γ
αβeγ , giving
gαβ,µ = eα,µ · eβ + eα · eβ,µ
= Γγαµeγ · eβ + Γγβµeα · eγ = Γ
γ
αµgγβ + Γ
γ
βµgαγ , (55)
which implies
gαβ;µ = gαβ,µ − Γγαµgγβ − Γγβµgαγ = 0 . (56)
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If we permute the indices we obtain
0 = gαβ,µ − gλβΓλαµ − gαλΓλβµ
= gβµ,α − gλµΓλβα − gβλΓλµα
= gµα,β − gλαΓλµβ − gµλΓλαβ , (57)
then summing the first two lines and subtracting the third, exploiting the
symmetry of g over its indices, we have
0 = gαβ,µ + gβµ,α − gµα,β
− 2gλβΓλ(αµ) − 2gαλΓλ[βµ] − 2gλµΓλ[βα] .
Multiplying by gβσ gives
0 = 12g
βσ(gαβ,µ + gβµ,α − gµα,β)
− Γσ(αµ) − gβσ(gαλΓλ[βµ] + gλµΓλ[βα]) .
which can be re-arranged to
Γσαµ =
1
2g
βσ(gαβ,µ + gβµ,α − gµα,β) (58)
− gβσ(gλµΓλ[βα] + gαλΓλ[βµ] − gβλΓλ[αµ]) .
This has the familiar symmetric part
Γσ(αµ) =
1
2g
βσ(gαβ,µ + gβµ,α − gµα,β) , (59)
so in full we can write
Γσαµ = Γ
σ
(αµ) +
1
2g
βσ(Cβαµ +Cβµα −Cαµβ) (60)
in term of commutation coefficients Cβαµ = −2gλµΓλ[βα]. If we raise the
index of C we have
Cδβα = g
µδCβαµ = −2gµδgλµΓλ[βα] = 2Γδ[αβ] , (61)
which are Cartan’s commutation coefficients [1, 11] (these are given, if we
consider a vector field to the generator of a flow such that eα =
∂
∂zα , by
the Lie bracket cδβαeδ = L [eβ ,eα] =
∂
∂zαeβ − ∂∂zβ eα, which in our formalism
reads cδβαeδ = 2Γ
δ
[αβ]eδ). So the antisymmetric part of the connection Γ is
given by Cartan’s commutation coefficients, but the symmetric part of the
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connection also in general involves a contribution from the commutation
coefficients,
Γσ(αµ) = Γ
σ
(αµ) + g
βσCβ(αµ) , Γ
σ
[αµ] =
1
2g
βσCµαβ =
1
2C
σ
µα . (62)
We should be able to derive the result (56) also from the mixture. Dif-
ferentiating the mixture with the mirror on one index gives
ηγ
αβ;µ
= ηγ
αβ,µ
+ ηλ
αβ
Γγλµ − ηγλβΓ
λ
αµ − ηγαλΓ
λ
βµ . (63)
Symmetrizing over the lower indices, and multiplying by eγ , if the only
commuting basis is e0, we have
η0
(αβ);µ
e0 =
(
ηγ
(αβ),µ
+ η0
(αβ)
Γγ0µ
)
eγ − η0(λβ)Γλαµe0 − η0(αλ)Γλβµe0
⇒ gαβ;µ = gαβ,µ − gλβΓλαµ − gαλΓλβµ (64)
in agreement with (56). The implication in the second line makes use of
gλβ = η
0
(λβ)
e0 for the last two terms, of gαβ;µ = η
0
αβ;µ
e0 for the lefthand side,
and less obviously for the term gαβ,µ of the fact that (gαβ),µ = (η
0
(αβ)
e0),µ =
(ηγ
(αβ),µ
+ η0
(αβ)
Γγ0µ)eγ . This last relation must be treated with care, and
implies
gαβ,µ = (η
0
(αβ),µ
+ gαβΓ
0
0µ)e0 , (65)
& 0 = ηi
(αβ),µ
+ gαβΓ
i
0µ , i = 1, 2, 3, ... .
3.4 Connection and mixture
To relate Γ and η, emulating the derivation of the metric relation above, let
us differentiate the full product product eαeβ in two different ways. If we
differentiate each element before mixing them we get
(eαeβ),µ = eα,µeβ + eαeβ,µ
= (Γλαµη
γ
λβ + Γ
λ
βµη
γ
αλ)eγ (66)
and if we mix them before differentiating we get
(eαeβ),µ = (η
γ
αβeγ),µ = η
γ
αβ,µeγ + η
γ
αβeγ,µ
= (ηγαβ,µ + η
λ
αβΓ
γ
λµ)eγ . (67)
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Equating the two expressions gives
0 = ηγαβ,µ + η
λ
αβΓ
γ
λµ − ηγλβΓλαµ − ηγαλΓλβµ = ηγαβ;µ . (68)
Thus the covariant derivative of the mixture, like that of the metric, van-
ishes.
We can re-write this last relation as
0 = ηγαβ,µ + (1
γ
δ η
λ
αβ − 1λαηγδβ − 1λβηγαδ)Γδλµ , (69)
implying
Γδλµ =W
δαβ
γλ η
γ
αβ,µ (70)
where
W δαβγλ = [1
γ
δ η
λ
αβ − 1λαηγδβ − 1λβηγαδ ]−1 (71)
Multiplying (69) by η gives
0 = ηδµγ
{
ηγαβ,µ + η
λ
αβΓ
γ
λµ − ηγλβΓλαµ − ηγαλΓλβµ
}
= ηδµγ
{
ηγαβ,µ + (1
γ
λη
ω
αβ − 1ωαηγλβ − 1ωβηγαλ)Γλωµ
}
, (72)
a rank three tensor equation, which it seems should be invertible to find Γ as
a function of η and its derivatives, but as yet a solution evades the author.
4 Analytic curvature
The analyticity of complex functions is a powerful tool for the calculation
of scalar integrals, making possible contour deformations that pave the way
for methods of residues and steepest descents. Extending these ideas whole-
sale from scalar variables to higher dimensions is made impossible by non-
commutativity of bases. The definition of an analytic function as having a
power series is useless in a non-commutative algebra, as such a power series
is no longer unique, does not uniquely relate to dependence on a variable
z and any conjugates z∗ (or z, z†, etc.), and is not clearly related to the
vanishing of any derivative. Before we seek to extend conditions like the
Cauchy-Riemann equations, for example, to non-commutative agebras, we
first need to understand more what their significance is. We shall then see
how they re-appear in a covariant theory as conditions for integrability and
differentiability of functions.
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So we wish to ask under what conditions we can integrate a function
g along some contour, schematically given by (2), assuming a geometric
product between g and dz, such that z, g, and f occupy the same algebraic
space.
We can strip (2) back a little by removing the integral sign to reveal the
infinitesimal, or local, problem. Reading from right to left, (2) can then be
interpreted as expanding f in a (multivariable) Taylor series,
df = dfdzdz + O
(
dz2
)
= g dz +O
(
dz2
)
. (73)
Integrating over such increments yields the fundamental theorem (2). Our
problem becomes that of finding when such a series expansion (73) exists for
z, f, g ∈ S on some space S. This turns the problem from one of integrability
to differentiability.
It turns out, however, that only trivial functions are differentiable in this
sense in higher dimensions. To take the form (73) places strong restrictions
on f . These are satisfied by the Cauchy-Riemann equations for f, z ∈ C, but
in higher dimensions can only be satisfied if the derivative vanishes identi-
cally, i.e. by constant functions. Somehow we must weaken the constraints
placed upon the function by differentiability.
In the many guises it is used, (2) captures a fundamental relation of
calculus, but is only known to hold in rather special situations. If f, g, z ∈ R,
or if f, g, z ∈ C and g is analytic, then (2) holds by the fundamental theorem
of calculus. If g and z are vectors then the products and derivatives must
be of restricted type, for instance if f ∈ R with g = ∇f , then (2) is just
known as the ‘gradient theorem’. Differential geometry provides certain
other instances of (2) provided by inner or outer products between dz and
g. We will define the direct algebraic product via the mixture.
Of course, there is good reason why the derivative dfdz in general belongs
to a larger space than z and f . For multi-dimensional objects f and z, the
derivative has many roles to play as the directional derivative, divergence,
curl, the Jacobian, or the Lie derivative. In no interpretation can these be
packaged up into a single object df/dz with the same dimensionality as z
and f . There is moreover no obvious geometrical way to derive a rate of
change df/dz as a limiting quantity, with a unique value, if z and f are
multi-dimensional, such that z, f, f/z, df/dz ∈ S.
Rather than precluding the existence of such a derivative, this suggests
that the analytic closure we seek (of z, f, g all belonging to the same space)
imposes strong restrictions on a function, too strong admit all but trivial
functions in general, unless we find them extra freedom by letting their
underlying space curve.
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If we allow curvature of the underlying coordinate system, we obtain the
freedom needed for (73) to admit non-trivial functions. As we move around
in z-space, the basis itself varies in such a way as to compensate for any
variation of f , and ensure that the equations (73) remain satisfied.
Thus in seeking a coordinate system in which f can be expressed analyt-
ically, f itself becomes a ‘source’ term for curvature of the underlying space.
If we seek such functions in describing the physical world, then as a conse-
quence we perceive that world as curved by a system of forces ‘tensioned’
by seeking functions that are differentiable.
The problems of extending calculus into higher dimensions are well known.
Most subtle perhaps is that to describe the change in a function, df(x0) =
f(x)−f(x0), is problemmatic because we must understand how the space of
f at x is related to the space of f at x0, which is non-trivial if the underly-
ing space can curve, and so tensor calculus accounts for the variation of the
basis from one point to another, i.e. from x to x0. We may attribute this
variation to an external source — the mass-energy terms of general relativity
for instance — but here we will fix the source of variation as just that cur-
vature necessary to achieve a strong form of differentiability. This ‘strong’
form says that a function f of a multi-dimensional variable x is differentiable
with respect to x as a whole, and not merely partially differentiable with
respect to its components, similar to the concept of analyticity of complex
functions. We therefore refer to the resulting variation as analytic curvature.
4.1 Differentiability and analyticity
Let us seek the kind of functions f(z) for which z, f , and dfdz may belong to
the same algebraic space, according to a series expansion of f . That is, given
a set S spanned by bases e0,e1, . . . ,en, we require closure with respect to
a function f and variable z, wherein given z ∈ S and f ∈ S, the algebraic
operations z ± f , zf , and z/f , lie in S, and there exists a unique derivative
df/dz ∈ S corresponding to the limiting ratio of infinitesimals δf ∈ S and
δz ∈ S.
Suppose there exists an operator † with which the series expansion of f
can be written as
f = f |δz=0 +
(
δz ∂∂z + δz
† ∂
∂z†
)
f |δz=0 +O
(|δz|2) . (74)
If a coordinate system can then be found in which
∂
∂z†
f = 0 , (75)
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then (74) reduces to
f = f |δz=0 + δz ∂∂z f |δz=0 + O
(|δz|2) . (76)
After multiplying (76) from the left by the inverse δz−1, we can now define
the derivative of f with respect to z, if (75) holds, as
f ′ := lim
|δz|→0
δz−1(f − f |δz=0) = ∂∂z f |δz=0 , (77)
with higher order terms of (76) vanishing since
lim
|δz|→0
δz−1O
(|δz|2) = lim
|δz|→0
O(|δz|) = 0 .
The condition (75) will thus provide a function satisfying (73).
We must, therefore, first understand how to expand a function in the
form (74). If z, f ∈ C and the operator † is the complex conjugate, then
(75) is the set of Cauchy-Riemann equations. In higher dimensions we must
further decompose the derivative to obtain (74), as follows.
Assuming δz ∂∂z has both vector and scalar parts, we extract the scalar
part by adding the mirror of δz ∂∂z . Applying this as an operator to f ,(
δz ∂∂z + δz
∂
∂z
)
f = δz
(
∂
∂z + δz
−1 ∂
∂z δz
)
f
:= δz
(
∂
∂zf + Γ(f)
)
(78)
defining
Γ(f) = δz−1 ∂∂z δz f . (79)
We define the quantity multiplying δz on the righthand-side of (78) as a
proper derivative, denoted
d
dzf =
∂
∂zf + Γ(f) . (80)
This derivative is not unique because the quantity Γ(f) depends on the
direction in which δz → 0. We will identify these different possible values of
Γ(f) with different coordinate systems, by identifying ddz with the covariant
differential operator.
The differentiability condition (75), in covariant terms, becomes
0 = dz† d
dz†
f
= eγ†dz
γ†
e
β†
eαf
α
;β†
= eγ†δz
γ†
eµη
β†µ
α
(
∂
∂zβ
† f
α + Γαλβ†f
λ
)
(81)
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which holds for any dz† = eγ†dz
γ† if 0 = eµη
β†µ
α fα;β†, and since this must
vanish for each µ-indexed component we have
0 = ηβ
†µ
α f
α
;β† . (82)
We call this the analyticity condition.
In essence (82) is the extension of the Cauchy-Riemann equations to our
covariant geometries, and indeed it reduces to them for complex functions.
There are now 3 prongs to this calculus: the algebra defined by the
mixture η, curvature of that algebra defined by the connection Γ, and the
class of analytic functions f so permitted.
The source terms for the curvature measured by Γ(f) are the mirror
derivatives of f . To find these write
d
dz =
1
ne
α ∂
∂zα , (83)
on an n-dimensional space. We then have
n ddzf = e
β d
dzβ
eαf
α = eβeα
(
∂
∂zβ
fα + Γαλβf
λ
)
. (84)
If we let r = δz/|δz|, then δz−1 = δz/|δz| = r, giving
e
β
eαΓ
α
λβf
λ = eνe
β
eγeαr
νrγfα,β (85)
or in terms of the mixture,
eγη
γβ
α Γ
α
λβf
λ = eγη
γ
νκη
κβ
δ η
δ
λα
rνrγfα,β
= eγη
γ
νκη
κβ
δ η
δ
σαr
νrγ 1|f |fλf
α
,βf
λ . (86)
Omitting the basis eγ , this is just a matrix-vector equation,
[..lhs..]γλf
λ = [..rhs..]γλf
λ ⇒ [..lhs..]γλ = [..rhs..]γλ .
Let us assume we can write Γαλβ =
1
nη
α
βωh
ω
λ for some sourve vector h, and
assume the mixture has then inverse (31), then the ‘lhs’ term becomes
ηγβα Γαλβ = η
γβ
α (
1
inη
α
βωh
ω
λ) = h
γ
λ, so we have
hγλ = η
γ
νκη
κβ
δ η
δ
σαr
νrγ 12|f |fλf
α
,β . (87)
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4.2 Integrability: (overtly) illustrative examples
Let us take a somewhat artificial but accessible example illustrating the
above.
Take bases e1 and e2, and a mixture product such that e
2
1 = e
2
2 = 1
and e1e2 = −e2e1. Consider the simple function g(x, y) = x2 + y2, and
integrate from (x, y) = (0,−1) to (0,+1) with respect to a vector variable
r = xe1 + ye2,∫ +e2
−e2
dr|r|2 =
∫ (0,+1)
(0,−1)
(dxe1 + dye2)(x
2 + y2) , (88)
where e1 and e2 denote the coordinate bases. (Note that we put the ‘dr’ first
in the integral for consistency later). The integrand is a regular function,
yet the integral has no unique solution. For example if we integrate along
a piecewise linear path, anti-clockwise around a rectangle with sides (0,±1)
and (c,±1), the horizontal segments cancel each other out leaving
∫ +e2
−e2
dr|r|2 =
∫ +1
−1
dye2(c
2 + y2) = 2(c2 + 13)e2 , (89)
which gives a different result for every value of c. If instead we integrate
anti-clockwise around a semicircular arc between (0,±1), we have
∫ +e2
−e2
dr|r|2 =
∫ +pi/2
−pi/2
(− sin θe1 + cos θe2)dθ = 2e2 . (90)
Although we can write g = ∂∂r · f for some f , the integrand drg = dr ∂∂r · f
does not then equal df , and the integral is not unique. In some sense this
is because we are missing information. If instead we have an algebraic
product with which we can instead write g = ∂∂r f (without the dot product
between the derivative and f), and moreover we can define a function Γ(f) =
dr−1 ∂∂rdr f , then the augmented integral gives∫ b
a
dr
(
g + Γ(f)
)
=
∫ b
a
(dr ∂∂r +
∂
∂rdr)f ,
=
∫
f(b)
f(a)
df = f(b)− f(a) , (91)
in agreement with (2). That is, the integrand of (91) does equal df and
yields path independence. The first part of the integral on the lefthand side
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of (91) evaluates as∫ b
a
dr ∂∂r f =
∫ (0,+1)
(0,−1)
(dxe1 + dye2)(
∂
∂xe1 +
∂
∂ye2)
1
3(x
3
e1 + y
3
e2)
=
∫ (0,+1)
(0,−1)
(dxe1 + dye2)(x
2 + y2) , (92a)
while the second part,
∫ b
a drΓ(f), evaluates as∫ b
a
∂
∂rdr f =
∫ (0,+1)
(0,−1)
( ∂∂xe1 +
∂
∂ye2)(dxe1 + dye2)
1
3 (x
3
e1 + y
3
e2)
=
∫ (0,+1)
(0,−1)
(dxe1 − dye2)(x2 − y2) . (92b)
Their sum (which we can calculate before or after integrating them) is∫ b
a
(dr ∂∂r +
∂
∂rdr)f = 2
∫ (0,+1)
(0,−1)
dxe1x
2 + dye2y
2
=
{
2
∫ +1
−1 dye2y
2 (i)∫ +pi/2
−pi/2 (e2 sin θ − e1 cos θ) sin 2θdθ (ii)
= 43e2 (93)
where we integrate around the rectangle in (i) and the semicircular arc in
(ii), obtaining the unique result of 43e2.
That is all very well, but in what sense have we solved the original
problem? We have said that g = |r|2 can be considered the derivative of
the function f if we allow for the by-product Γ(f) = dr−1 ∂∂rdrf in that
differentiation. Since that by-product is not directly associated with the
function g, we say that is associated with the underlying space instead.
A similar procedure can be used for complex functions. Taking the same
function g = x2+y2 as above, replacing e1 with unity and e2 with i =
√−1,
the results above all follow similarly, but in addition with ∂∂z∗ f = −Γ∗(f) =
x2 − y2, we find that f satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equations in the form(
∂
∂z∗ f + Γ
∗(f)
)
= 0 with the Γ by-product of differentiation included.
We can also absorb the residues of complex loop integrals of meromorphic
functions into a by-product Γ, for example when integrating g = 1/z over
an anti-clockwise circle C centred on z = 0 in the complex plane. In that
case the two integrals we must consider are∮
C
dz/z = 2πi and
∮
C
dz∗/z∗ = −2πi . (94)
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In this case the integrand on the left can be written as 1/z = ∂∂zf where f =
2 log |z|, while the integrand on the right we define as dzΓ(f), where Γ(f) =
dz−1dz∗/z∗ is again interpreted as a by-product of differentiating f . The
sum of the two integrals then vanishes in accordance with the fundamental
theorem.
These are, as I said above, overt examples with a somewhat artificial
error or ‘curvature’ term that is easy to deconstruct. In higher dimen-
sions we face the problem that no functions are differentiable in the sense
we seek, and hence no functions are integrable, unless we permit the exis-
tence of the kind of by-products represented by Γ. More important we are
faced, in applications, with seeking empirical fields with which to study the
physical world, whose ideal forms are a priori unknown, and therefore any
by-products that would be required are less obvious, and less artificial than
those above. When the by-product is not any obvious part of the function
we are studying, we may instead assume that it is created by the underlying
space, and ask where such a product might come from. This is the proposal
of analytic curvature.
5 Physical laws
The algebra and calculus set out above provide notably more freedom than
the usual approach to covariant calculus, because of the role played by the
mixture. They place gauge freedom at the centre of everything, so it should
be no surprise that various fundamental laws find elegant expression, but
we shall go a little further, exploring the extent to which physical laws are
all just expressions of analyticity of the functions we choose to represent
physical quantities.
5.1 Curvature from simple fields: electromagnetic & beyond
Let us look at the basic forms of differential expressions that arise from
variation of the basis using mixture algebra.
The derivative of a basis is given as per (46) by eα,β = Γ
γ
αβeγ and e
α, β =
Γαγβe
γ . We will return to this shortly, but first consider a simplification in
which eα,β = hβeα and e
α
,β = hβe
α. From this we can find the connection,
eα,β = hβeα ⇒ eµΓµαβ = eµ1µαhβ ⇒ Γµαβ = 1µαhβ . (95)
Note in particular that the divergence of the basis is
e
α
,α = hαe
α or gαβeα,β = h
α
eα . (96)
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Let this be identified with the electromagnetic potential hα = {φ,A}, and
note this is then just the trace of the connection,
hα = Γ
β
αβ . (97)
Let us then look at some general expressions characterizing its calculus.
To find the curvature induced by this source, take the second derivative
of the basis,
eα,µν = (hµeα),ν = 1
γ
α(hµ,ν + hµhν)eγ
wihch is equal to P γαµνeγ by (49), hence
P γαµν = 1
γ
α(hµ,ν + hµhν) ⇒ Rγαµν = 1γαh[µ,ν] = 1γαFνµ , (98)
defining a field tensor Fµν consistent with the standard electromagnetic field
(Faraday) tensor. This result is reminiscent of Pauli’s association of the
Riemann tensor R with the Faraday tensor F (see e.g. [12]). The derivative
f ′ = eβ∂β(f
α
eα) = eγη
γβ
α fα;β then has components
ηγβα f
α
;β = η
γβ
α (f
α
,β + f
λΓαλβ)
= ηγβα (f
α
,β + f
λ1αλhβ)
= ηγβα (∂β + hβ)f
α . (99)
In the simplified case (95) the effect of the derivative ∂β on the basis is
to multiply it by the potential hβ . In the most general case is given by (49),
where instead the derivative has components
ηγβα f
α
;β = η
γβ
α (f
α
,β + f
λΓαλβ)
= (ηγβα ∂β + η
γβ
λ Γ
λ
αβ)f
α
= (ηγβα ∂β +H
γ
α)f
α , (100)
for some Hγα, which we will return to in section 5.2, but shall see is consistent
with the Dirac equation. If Γ is symmetric then let us re-write this as
ηγβα f
α
;β = η
γβ
α (f
α
,β + f
λΓαβλ)
= (ηγβα ∂β + η
γβ
λ Γ
λ
βα)f
α
= ηγβλ (1
λ
α∂β + (Gβ)λα)fα
= ηγβλ (1∂β + Gβ)λαfα , (101)
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where Gµ is a square matrix with components (Gµ)αβ = Γαµβ. This is consis-
tent with the derivative of the standard model of particle physics (see e.g.
[2, 15]), letting Gµ = ǫHµ where Hµ are field potentials and ǫ a coupling
parameter. These matrix expressions are clearly capable of exhibiting the
symmetries of the SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) group.
The curvature tensor is then
Rαβνµ = Γ
α
µβ,ν − Γανβ,µ + ΓανσΓσµβ − ΓαµσΓσνβ
= ǫ(Hµ,ν −Hν,µ + ǫHνHµ − ǫHµHν)αβ
= 2ǫ(H[µ,ν] + ǫH[νHµ])αβ := 2ǫ(Fµν)αβ , (102)
which seems consistent with the field tensor Fµν of the Yang-Mills theory
[15], if we assume potentials Hµ consistent with the SU(3) group (whereas in
electromagnetic theory the field tensor is simply Fµν = H[µ,ν]). In particular
we can show that this satisfies the transformation properties of the Yang-
Mills theory. Following the argument in [15], consider a wave-function f ,
transformed under an isotopic gauge transformation S as
f = Sf ′ (103)
with invariance implying
S(∂µ − iεH′µ)f ′ = (∂µ − iεHµ)f , (104)
from which two conditions we can show that
H′µ = S−1HµS + iεS−1∂µS . (105)
We can then show that the field tensor as derived above transforms correctly
as
F ′µν = S
−1FµνS . (106)
This takes some lengthy but straightforward algebra, but we indeed have
F ′µν = H′[µ,ν] + iεH′[µH′ν]
= S−1
(H[µ,ν] + iεH[µHν])S
= S−1FµνS . (107)
Thus we see certain elements of a rich calculus that appears to have
application to, for example, the standard model of particle physics, arising
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from the derivatives and curvatures expressed in this fashion, requiring little
more than standard covariant calculus, but crucially involving the mixture
(as well as the connection), from which spring the various possible symmetry
groups in which these relations may be expressed. Of course these are out-
line expressions, and we have not seriously turned them to such applications
in any depth, but these may suggest some worth in exploring the properties
of the fields implied by these, in particular their masses and interactions,
the possible symmetries of course, and extending these ideas to obtain vari-
ational expressions such as Lagrangians. These lie beyond my ambitions
here, but we should at least probe whether the aesthetic similarity of the
expressions above indeed correspond to the known physical relations. So
let us take (100) and show that this derivative indeed produces the Dirac
equation of a spin 12 particle.
5.2 The covariant Dirac equation
The covariant derivative of a function f is
f ′ = ∂∂zf = eγη
γβ
α f
α
;β
= eγη
γβ
α (f
α
,β + f
λΓαλβ)
= eγ(η
γβ
α ∂β + η
γβ
λ Γ
λ
αβ)f
α . (108)
Here we can factorize out either the mixture (second line) or the components
of f (third line). Taking the latter, let ηγβλ Γ
λ
αβ = NH
γ
α for some scalar N
and some normalized tensor Hγα, then
f ′ = eγ(η
γβ
α ∂β +NH
γ
α)f
α . (109)
Furthermore let ηγβ
†
λ Γ
λ
αβ†
= NHˆγα for some Hˆ, so overall
ηγβα Γ
α
µβ = NH
γ
µ ⇒ Γαµβ = 1nNηαβγHγµ , (110a)
ηγβ
†
α Γ
α
µβ† = NHˆ
γ
µ ⇒ Γαµβ† = 1nNηαβ†γHˆγµ . (110b)
If the adjoint derivative of f vanishes by (82), then we have
0 = ∂
∂z†
f = ηγβ
†
α f
α
;β†
= ηγβ
†
α (f
α
,β† + f
λΓαλβ†)
= (ηγβ
†
α ∂,β +NHˆ
γ
α)f
α . (111)
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This looks superficially like Dirac’s equation for an electron of mass M if
N =Mc/i~, but let us probe further.
If the adjoint derivative of f ′ in (108) also vanishes, expanding out time-
like and space-like (0 and 1, 2, 3 index) parts of the derivative ∂
∂z†
f ′ gives
0 = eγ(η
γβ†
α ∂β† + η
γβ†
λ Γ
λ
αβ†)(η
αω
σ ∂ω + η
αω
ν Γ
ν
σω)f
σ
= eγ(η
γβ†
α ∂β† +NHˆ
γ
α)(η
αω
σ ∂ω +NH
α
σ )f
σ [by (110)]
= eγ(η
γ0
α ∂0 − ηγiα ∂i +NHˆγα)(ηα0σ ∂0 + ηαjσ ∂j +NHασ )fσ [by (19)]
= eγ
(
ηγ0α η
0α
σ ∂
2
0 − ηγiα ηαjσ ∂i∂j + N2HˆγαHασ
+
{
ηγ0α η
αi
σ − ηγiα ηα0σ
}
∂0∂i + η
γβ†
α
{
ηαωσ,β†∂ω +NH
α
σ,β†
}
(112)
+ N{Hˆγαηα0σ + ηγ0α Hασ }∂0 + N{Hˆγαηαiσ − ηγiα Hασ }∂i
)
fσ .
If the last two lines of this equation vanish then we obtain the Klein-
Gordan equations with a source term, and then the analyticity condition
(111) is indeed the Dirac equation. This implies the algebraic conditions
ηγ0α η
α0
σ = η
γi
α η
αi
σ = 1
γ
σ H
γ
αHˆ
α
σ = −1γσ
ηγ0α η
αi
σ − ηγiα ηα0σ = 0 Hˆγαηαiσ − ηγiα Hασ = 0 (113)
Hˆγαη
α0
σ + η
γ0
α H
α
σ = 0 η
γi
α η
αj
σ + η
γj
α η
αi
σ
∣∣
i 6=j
= 0
plus a derivative condition
ηγβα
{
ηαωσ,β∂ω +NHˆ
α
σ,β
}
fσ = 0 . (114)
The latter is satisfied trivially if ηαωσ,β = Hˆ
α
σ,β = 0.
If ηγ0α is the identity matrix 1
γ
α then the penultimate condition of (113)
implies Hˆ = −H, and then the matrices ηγ1α , ηγ2α , ηγ3α , Hγα, behave al-
gebraically as the Dirac matrices, writing the conditions above as matrix
equations
1 = η0η0 = ηiηi = HH ,
0 = η0ηi − ηiη0 = Hη0 − η0H , (115)
0 = ηiηj + ηjηi
∣∣∣
i 6=j
= ηiH +Hηi .
For example we may associate the mixture with ‘block’ or tensor products of
the Pauli matrices σα as η
γ0
α = 1
γ
α and η
γ1
α = [σ1 ⊗ σ2]γα , ηγ2α = [σ2 ⊗ σ0]γα ,
ηγ3α = [σ1 ⊗ σ1]γα , Hγα = [σ1 ⊗ σ3]γα .
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Thus writing N = Mc/i~ we have Dirac’s equations [3, 4] for a spin 12
particle of mass M ,
0 =
(
ηγβ
†
α ∂β† − Mci~ Hγα
)
fα (116)
along with the corresponding Klein-Gordan equation,
0 =
(
∂20 − ∂2i + M
2c2
~2
)
fα . (117)
The mixture tensors η implied by this define a set of bases eα or e
α
which, using the relation eγeβ = ηγβα eα, are non-associative. This hints at
a very different geometry at work for a system that satisfies the Dirac and
Klein-Gordon equations, compared to something like the natural geometry
of familiar macroscopic space-time. That geometry results from the strong
restriction of satisfying the Klein-Gordon equations, which may suggest they
can be expected only to hold weakly in some sense, for example locally, i.e.
on small scales.
5.3 Quantization and field potentials
Following on from Dirac’s equations as derived above, note that if two solu-
tions f and f˜ have an offset φ in their phase,
f = f˜ e−iφ (118)
their derivatives are related by
∂
∂zα f =
(
∂
∂zα + i
∂φ
∂zα
)
f˜ . (119)
Let us say φ = zβwβ/~. If we take a loop around the origin of the (z
0, zi)
system, the phase must equal a multiple of 2π,∮
dzzα(z + ω)α =
∮
dzzαωα = 2πnRes[z · w, z = 0] := e(φ+A) (120)
with e being a multiple of n ∈ Z (e.g. letting e = nλ with λ ∈ R and
φ+ A = 2piλ Res[z · w, z = 0] ∈ R). Thus, as Dirac showed [5], the momenta
are unique only up to a quantized shift. If we let f˜ ∼ e−(z0z0+zizi)/~, which
gives an exponent f ∼ e−i(z0(z0−eφ/c)+zi(zi−eAi/c))/~, then
0 = eγ
(
1γα(∂0 − ecφ) + ηγj
†
α (∂j − ecAj) +NHγα
)
fα
∝ eγ
(
1γα
1
~
(−iz0 − ecφ) + ηγj
†
α
i
~
(−izj − ecAj) +NHγα
)
fα
∝ eγ
(
1γα(E − eφ) + ηγj
†
α i(cpj − eAj) + iMc
2
~
Hγα
)
fα (121)
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giving the Dirac equation of a particle with charge e in the presence of an
electromagnetic four-potential φ+A.
5.4 The Maxwell equations
The microscopic electromagnetic field equations can be viewed as simply the
differentiability conditions (82) in the natural geometry.
Let h = φ0e0 + A
i
ei be the electromagnetic 4-potential. Its derivative
with respect to the usual spacetime 4-vector z = te0 + x
i
ei is
f =
(
∂
∂t +
∂
∂x
)
(φ+A)
= (∂t φ+∇ ·A) + (∇φ+ ∂tA) +∇×A
= α − e + i B , (122)
defining an electric field E, magnetic field B, and some associated scalar
field α.
Let us consider the adjoint derivative of f to vanish, that is d
dz†
f = 0,
by (82). This gives
0 =
(
∂
∂t − ∂∂x
)
(α−E+ iB)
= (∂tα+∇ ·E) + i(∂tB− i∇×E)
− i∇ ·B − (∂tE+ i∇×B+∇α) , (123)
hence, splitting out the real and imaginary, scalar and vector, parts yields
∇ ·E = −∂tα , i∇×B+ ∂tE = −∇α ,
∇ ·B = 0 , i∇×E− ∂tB = 0 . (124)
These obviously resemble the microscopic Maxwell equations, with the deriva-
tives of α providing the charge and current sources terms, which appear only
in the first row in correspondence with Maxwell’s equations. (The factor of i
ensures that the cross product is real-valued in this algebra, again consistent
with the Maxwell equations).
This does not suggest necessarily that α is actually an electromagnetic
source term, i.e. the charge and current of the Maxwell equations, and the
nature of α is unclear except that it arises in the electromagnetic fields as
derived here. If we extract the γ terms in the covariant derivatives of (124),
the real parts of Γ(h) and imaginary parts of Γ(h) sit on the first and second
rows of (124), respectively.
Despite both charge and mass appearing in the previous section, we
have seen so far nothing tying mass and energy together as source terms of
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curvature, but given the resemblance of these expressions to physical laws,
it is tempting to speculate on what can be done using the key elements of
the algebra, namely the mixture, and the inescapable role played by the
imaginary i.
5.5 Weak curvature solutions
In Einstein’s theory, a particle in a gravitational field follows a geodesic (see
e.g. [7, 8, 13, 14]). This is a path where
uβuα;β = u
βuα,β + u
βuλΓαλβ (125)
vanishes, with u being the 4-momentum. In an electromagnetic field a par-
ticle no longer follows the geodesic according to the standard extensions to
relativity, see e.g. [14]. In the above formalism we can extend this so that
geodesic transport still applies in an electromagnetic field, without adding
extra dimensions as in the Kaluza-Klein theory.
Let us investigate this by perturbing the flat (Minkowski) metric. The
Schwarzchild perturbation for a spherically symmetric gravitational field is
g00 = 1/g
00 = −1− µgψ , g0j = g0j = 0 , (126)
gjj = gjj = +1 + µgψ , g
jk = gjk = 0, j 6= k ,
for some weak gravitional potential ψ, and a constant µg = 2/c
2 where c is
the speed of light.
Before calculating the geodesic equation, let us try to include in this the
effect of a weak electromagnetic field. We will do this by proposing that
electromagnetism adds an imaginary perturbation to the time components
of the metric, say as
g00 = 1/g
00 = −1− µgψ − iµeφ , g0j = g0j = 12 iµAj , (127)
gjj = gjj = +1 + µgψ + iµeφ , g
jk = gjk = 0, j 6= k ,
for some electromagnetic potential φe0 + Aje
j , and some constant µe with
units of 1/Volts. (These can easily be written directly as perturbations of the
bases eα, but we will try to remain as close to standard theory as possible).
Assume the connection is symmetric so that we can take the standard
formula (59) (see also e.g. [14, 11]),
Γσαµ =
1
2g
βσ(gαβ,µ + gβµ,α − gµα,β) . (128)
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We shall concentrate on the components with index µ = 0, which give
Γi00 = g
βig0β,0 − 12gβig00,β
= (12µgψ +
1
2 iµeφ),i +
1
2 iµeAi,0 + O(Ai(ψ + iφ),0)
≈ 12µgGi + 12 iµeEi (129a)
Γij0 =
1
2g
βi(gjβ,0 + gβ0,j − g0j,β)
= 12 iµeA[i,j] + O(Ai(ψ + iφ),j)
≈ 12 iηikj µeBk (129b)
Γii0 =
1
2g
βi(giβ,0 + gβ0,i − g0i,β)
= −(µgψ + iµeφ),0 + O(Ai(ψ + iφ),i) (129c)
where G = ∇ψ, E = ∇φ + ∂tA, B = ∇ × A, in the (perturbed) natural
geometry. Note here the index i is not summed over in the expression for
Γii0.
The real and imaginary parts of these Christoffel symbols thus give the
gravitational and electromagnetic fields,
R
[
Γi00
]
= 12µgGi , R
[
Γi(j0)
]
= 0 ,
I
[
Γi00
]
= 12µeEi , I
[
Γi(j0)
]
= 12µeF
ikgkj , (130)
in terms of the dual Fαβ of the electromagnetic tensor
Fαβ = ∂αAβ − ∂βAα = A[β,α] . (131)
Overall this Γωγ0 part of the connection is a Hermitian matrix
Γωγ0 = ( J
ω
γ +
1
2 iF
ωλ1λγ )µe , (132)
where
Jωγ =


0 G1 G2 G3
G1 0 0 0
G2 0 0 0
G3 0 0 0

 , Fωλ1λγ =


0 E1 E1 E3
−E1 0 −B3 B2
−E2 B3 0 −B1
−E3 −B2 B1 0

 .
(133)
Before then working out the geodesic equation for a test particle of mass
m in this weak field, having introduced electromagnetism as an imaginary
perturbation to the metric, we will consider our test particle to have a
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charge e. Suppose that this gives an imaginary perturbation to the energy
component of the classical 4-momentum, as
uα = γ {(m+ ieρ)c,mv} , (134)
where γ is the usual Lorentz factor, and ρ is a small quantity with the units
of mass/charge. For instance this constant might be ρ = 1/
√
ε0G where ε0
is the vaccum permittivity and G is the gravitational constant, which would
give eρ ∼ 6.6 × 10−9kg in SI units (with e being the elementary unit of
charge).
Note that if this complex 4-momentum is the phase of a function f =
eu
α
eα (i.e. the imaginary part of the exponent of f as suggested in (41) and
(45)), then the phase ieρcγ is defined up to integer multiples of 2π, hence
e = 2piρcγn for n = 0, 1, 2, ....
Since we have both real and imaginary components we must ask how we
define a geodesic, and we shall use the steepest descent result (45). Say a
particle follows a path x(τ) with tangent vector x′(τ) = u, and curvature
x′′(τ) = x′(τ) · ddxx′(τ) = uβu;βeα. We define parallel transport as requiring
only the vanishing of the real part of this, meaning there is no displacement
of u away from the path, while allowing the imaginary part to wander, per-
mitting rotation of u about the path (reminiscent of Weyl’s early attempts
to generalize Einstein’s theory). We will therefore require the real part of
uβuα;β = u
βuα,β + u
βuλΓαλβ , (135)
to vanish.
Expanding (135), and dividing by m, we have
(m+ ieρ)v˙i = (m+ ieρ)
(
vi,0 + c(1 + i
eρ
m )Γ
i
00 + 2v
jΓi(j0)
)
+ O
(
v2, vi,j
)
.
(136)
Vanishing of the real part gives
−vi,0 = c(1− e
2ρ2
m2
)R
[
Γi00
] − 2ecmρ I [Γi00]
+ 2vjR
[
Γi(j0)
]
− 2 emρvjI
[
Γi(j0)
]
= 12cµg(1− e
2ρ2
m2
)1ijψ,j − eρmµe(1ijEj + vjηikj Bk)
= 12cµgGi − ecρm µe(1ijEj + vjηikj Bk) + O
(
µge
2ρ2
)
. (137)
In the natural geometry the magnetic term is the familiar cross-product
vjηikj Bk = (v ×B)i.
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Taking the gravitational component only we have the Newtonian force
cmvi,0 ≈ −mGi + . . . , (138)
up to a higher order perturbation ‘+O
(
e2ρ2
)
’ from the electromagnetic con-
tribution to the particle’s 4-momentum, with the ‘0’ subscript denoting the
derivative v,0 =
1
c
∂v
∂t .
Taking only the electromagnetic component we have
mvi,0 ≈ ecρµe(Ei + vjηikj Bk) + . . . ,
which, if we let ρµe = 1/c
2, provides the Lorentz force
cmvi,0 ≈ e(Ei + vjηikj Bk) + . . . . (139)
We note that this fixes the relation between ρ or µe, but leaves one of them
undetermined.
5.6 Electromagnetic field and stress-energy tensors
To round off these physical relations we will remark on the simple and ‘nat-
ural’ algebra of electromagnetic tensors in the mixture algebra.
The electromagnetic fields and tensor can be related in various ways
using the mixture, in particular
Eγ + iBγ = ηγαβ g
βδFδα (140)
or E+ iB = eγη
γα
β g
βδFδα, and
ηαβγ (E + iB)
γ = −Fαβ − iGαβ (141)
where Gαβ is the dual Faraday tensor.
The relation between the electromagnetic field, the stress-energy tensor,
and the Poynting vector are particularly simple. Taking the product of the
complex electromagnetic field with its conjugate, we have
(E + iB)(E − iB) = (E+ iB)α(E − iB)βηγαβeγ
= Tαβηγαβeγ
= Qγeγ = Q , (142)
where Q is the Poynting vector, and T is the usual electromagnetic stress-
energy tensor Tαβ = FαµF βµ − 14gαβFµνFµν .
Just for completeness, we include that the similar quantity for the stress-
energy tensor of a perfect fluid in thermodynamic equilibrium, Tαβ = (ρ+
p)uαuβ + pgαβ , gives
Tαβηγαβeγ = (ρ+ p)u
2 + 2pe0 . (143)
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6 Closing remarks, and a complex variable for phys-
ical geometry
We have arrived at a schema of algebra and calculus where all quantities,
particularly products, ratios, and derivatives, belong to the same algebraic
space. Founding covariant calculus upon the ‘mixture’ of bases permits us
to extend analyticity to geometric algebras beyond the complex variables.
It even allows us to consider non-associative algebras, with the loss of the
index exchange lemma (147), with much of the theory above still applying.
The geometry of our physical world is obviously associated in some man-
ner with the algebra of the quaternions. However, as Hamilton and many
since have encountered, as we go from basic algebra into functions and then
to calculus, their aesthetic simplicity begins to degrade and succumbs even-
tually to insurmountable obstructions. Although geometric algebras cir-
cumvent many of those obstructions, in doing so they give up some of the
simpler character of Hamilton’s original formulations. Themixture re-instills
this character, and at the same time lends itself naturally to the powerful
rigours of tensor calculus.
Although I have used fundamental physics to explore and illustrate this
formalism, I have not attempted to lay out a physical theory, merely to use
the idea of mixtures and analytic curvature to ask how much of physical
law might stem from our natural instinct to find empirical quantities with
simple mathematical properties — even before we understand the nature of
those properties. Our initial problem of seeking to extend certain integra-
tion methods to higher dimensions led us to ask, if one seeks to describe
empirical phenomena by quantities that satisfy simple differential relations,
how much of the character of physical law is then mathematically inevitable?
The framework set out here no doubt has flaws and holes, and purely from
the mathematical side, in seeking an alternate path towards differential ge-
ometry ignores parallel developments in the subject over the last century.
I have presented it as such to avoid unecessary abstractions, and avoid the
pretence of rigour. Insofar as we have explored this algebra, we have barely
touched upon the symmetries and group properties it permits in physical
relations, and this may be one of the key areas for future investigation.
Since we have played somewhat lightly with physical laws here, let me
conclude with a conjecture to be considered even more lightly. The quater-
nion algebra invites us to combine the quantities of space and time into a
single space-time four-vector, as well as energy and momentum into a sin-
gle energy-momentum four-vector. The use of imaginaries further invites
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us to combine these into a single complex four-vector of space-time-energy-
momentum. Assume a dimensionless complex quaternion
q = a0t+ a1x+ i(a2E + a3p)
where τ , x, E, and p represent time, displacement, energy, and momentum
respectively. The coefficients ai provide the necessary dimensional units
to make such an expresison balance. If we assume these are functions of
the fundamental constants of the speed of light c, Planck’s constant ~, and
gravitational constant G, by dimensional arguments we arrive at
{a0, a1, a2, a3} =
{
c, 1, L
2
~c2
, L
2
~c
}
/L
in terms of the Planck length L =
√
~G/c3, so q is otherwise written
q = 1L (ct+ x) +
iL
~c (E/c + p) .
If we consider the length
|q|2L2 = (c2t2 − x2)− L4
~2c2 (E
2/c2 − p2) + 2 iL2
~c (tE + x · p) ,
then factors of different powers in the small parameter L2/~c ∼ 10−45/kgms−2
decouple into three asymptotically (as L2/~c→ 0) independent quantities
c2t2 − x2, tE + x · p, E2/c2 − p2,
namely the spacetime geodesic interval (squared), the optical path length,
and the rest mass (squared). Being of such different orders of magnitude
we may expect these to behave quasi-independently on relative timescales
1 : L2/~c : L4/~2c2. This suggests the possibility of devising a dynamical
system in which the relative division of these regimes, into a patchwork of
separate spacetime, inertial, and electromagnetic phenomena, can be better
understood. But in this, we have certianly strayed beyond the remit of this
paper.
To return to the mathematics, we might ask to what extent the familiar
symbolic rules of differentiation can be carried into higher dimensions using
the mixture and analytic curvature, for instance whether we can find a space
in which, for a constant p, we have ddzpz = p,
d
dz z
p = pzp−1, ddz e
pz = epz,
and so on. To some extent we can, but as far as the author has found, we
can do so only locally. A connection can be found such that the general
series
∞∑
p=0
ap(z − z0)p
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is differentiable, integrable, and satisfies the familiar symbolic rules of dif-
ferentiation, but doing so such that the function and all its derivatives are
scalars at z = z0. This seems rather limiting and so we omit it here, but it
may deserve further attention.
Our deeper study should from here proceed into the geometry of func-
tions using mixture algebra, the topology of stationary phase and steepest
descent curves, and resulting methods of integration, in which the toughest
challenge is in finding the connection term Γ for general functions and its
integrals in spaces ‘curved by analyticity’. These we leave to future work.
A Appendix
A.1 Deriving the natural geometry
As an example algebra let us take the geometry of everyday mechanics,
namely that of displacements and rotations. We deviate in two key respects
from the usual description of quaternions or Clifford algebras.
The first deviation is how we define the product of two basis vectors
eα and eβ, via a mixture tensor η, such that eαeβ = η
γ
αβeγ . The second
deviation is how this mixture will distinguish displacements from rotations,
namely if we denote a displacement x along some axis eα as xeα, then
we denote a rotation ω about that axis as iωeα in terms of the imaginary
i =
√−1.
The arguments behind the algebraic relations in section 2.4 are only a
slight variation of those of W. R. Hamilton in [9]. They are based on taking,
as a starting point, a planar geometry described by real basis vectors e1
and e2, of unit length. Being real, these are taken to be their own inverses,
ei = 1/ei. (This is contrary to Hamilton’s choice for the quaternion vector
bases which would satisfy ei = −1/ei, which we will consider ‘imaginary’
and will derive shortly, but otherwise the argument hereon differs little from
Hamilton’s.)
Let the ratio of two lengths along the same direction ei be measured
along a scalar basis e0. As a real scalar, this basis is also its own inverse,
1/e0 = e0. Moreover since it is a unit scalar it behaves as the identity,
therefore ei/e0 = ei for i = 1, 2.
The ratio of lengths along orthogonal directions e1 and e2 cannot then
lie along either e0, e1, or e2, otherwise e1 and e2 are not orthogonal. Let
the operation relating e1 to e2 therefore be measured along a new basis
ω = e1/e2, a ‘rotation’ basis. The rotation from e1 to e2 is the opposite
to that from e2 to e1, such that e1/e2 = −e2/e1, therefore the inverse of
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ω is 1/ω = −ω. This introduces our first imaginary quantity, and one of
Hamilton’s quaternion bases (or bivector in modern terminology). We can
readily show that e1,e2,ω, anticommute with each other, but commute with
e0. Therefore let us call this new direction ω = ie3, i.e. lying along a new
real direction e3 but with an imaginary factor so that 1/ω = 1/(ie3) = −ie3.
Thus the bases e1,e2,e3, are identified with distinct directions in space.
The system on e0,e1,e2,e3, is closed under multiplication, division, ad-
dition, and subtraction, and provides a description of displacements and,
using the imaginary, of rotations. The composition of a pi2 -rotation about
the 1-axis and the 2-axis is a pi2 -rotation about the 3-axis, as is verified by
calculating e1e2 = e2e3e3e1 = e2e1 = −e3, and similarly e2e3 = −e1,
e
3
e
1 = −e2.
The unit i commutes with all of the bases eα and e
α for α = 0, 1, 2, 3,
so must be a scalar itself. Furthermore note that e1e2e3 = e1e
1 = i.
Thus we arrive at the relations (eα)
2 = −(ieα)2 = e0 , e1e2e3 = i , and
eiej = −ejei = iek , (where {i, j, k} are a cyclic permutation of {1, 2, 3}),
and hence to the complex quaternions as a natural algebra for geometry.
The quaternions correspond to taking bases {e0, ie1, ie2, ie3}, replacing what
are sometimes called bivectors or rotors with imaginary vectors iek. The
natural geometry can instead be described as consisting of a rectilinear set
of orthogonal bases {eα}α=0,1,2,3, such that real scalars are measured along
e0, and real displacements are measured along {ei}i=1,2,3, while imaginaries
denote rotations about those directions, and so we obtain (28).
A.2 η identities
Certain useful symmetries and other properties of the mixture tensor follow
from its definition.
Firstly is the cyclic permutation of indices:
ηγαβ = η
α
βγ = η
β
γα and η
αβ
γ = η
βγ
α = η
γα
β . (144)
The complex conjugate, by (18), acts on the mixture as
ηγαβ = (η
γ
βα)
∗
and ηαβγ = −(ηβαγ )
∗
. (145)
The mixture ηγαβ has a pseudo-inverse, η
βα
δ ,
ηγαβη
βα
δ = 1
γ
δ and η
γ
αβη
δα
γ = 1
δ
β . (146)
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If the algebra is associative, the mixture satisfies certain index-exchange
identities,
ηβγλη
αλ
δ = η
αβ
λ η
λ
γδ & η
β
γλη
λα
δ = η
αλ
γ η
β
λδ
ηβλγη
λα
δ = η
βα
λ η
λ
δγ & η
β
λγη
αλ
δ = η
λα
γ η
β
δλ
(147)
and triple-indentities,
ηαβγ =
1
nη
α
µνη
µ
βωη
νω
γ & η
βγ
α =
1
nη
µν
α η
βω
µ η
γ
νω
ηαγβ =
1
nη
α
νµη
µ
ωβη
ων
γ & η
γβ
α =
1
nη
νµ
α η
ωβ
µ η
γ
ων
(148)
in n dimensions.
The properties above are quite straightforward to show. The proof of
the index exchanges follows as
ηβγλη
αλ
δ e
δ = ηβγλe
α
e
λ = eαeβeγ
= ηαβλ e
λ
eγ = η
αβ
λ η
λ
γδe
δ etc. (149)
The triple-identities can be shown using a combination of index-exchange
and the inverse, or directly using the basis,
ηαµνη
µ
βωη
νω
γ eα = eµeνη
µ
βωη
νω
γ = (eβeω)(e
ω
eγ)
= neβeγ = nη
α
βγeα etc. (150)
As well as (31), various other pseudo-inverses can be found, such as 1sη
α
βγη
γβ
δ =
1αδ where s is the signature of the basis, s = eαe
α.
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